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with quiet play, the bedroom at night with undisturbed
sleep, and the roomful of visitors with listening on the child's
part rather than with too much talkativeness. Certain
people and certain tones of voice soon gather their own
peculiar associations. When father says "no" or "stop" in
a certain tone of voice, absolute obedience follows because
that tone of voice has been associated with serious situations
in which disobedience resulted in unpleasant occurrences.
When Uncle Bill comes, a frolic begins, because Uncle Bill
always romps with the children when he visits. The asso-
ciations which are already built help determine the reaction
that will be made in a given situation. In the case of
undesirable responses, changing the child's associations with
a situation is likely to change his conduct in that situation.
The way he responds, therefore, depends to a large extent
on his past experiences. Psychologists know these facts, but
they have not yet discovered a satisfactory physiological
explanation of them.
Interests, likes, and dislikes appear to be acquired in a
similar way. Children can be taught to like or dislike things
to which they were at first indifferent.
INFLUENCE   OF   BODILY   CONDITION
Bodily conditions, frequently unrecognized, also exert
their influence on learning. The contractions of the empty
stomach which cause the sensation of hunger may start a
five-year-old searching in the pantry. Feelings of fatigue
from too much or too little physical activity may distract his
attention from the thing to be learned. From animal experi-
mentation has come some evidence that hungry animals and
animals so definitely undernourished that growth was in-
hibited showed superior learning to those that were better
fed.
INFLUENCE   OF   COMBINED   FA C T O R S
It is important to recognize the complexity of learning.
No single factor exerts the sole influence on learning in any

